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Introduction
Extensive epidemiological evidence has documented associations between moderate-tovigorous physical activity (MVPA) and reduced risk of mortality from cardiovascular diseases (CVD). [1] [2] [3] [4] It remains difficult, however, to firmly establish the causal nature of these associations since reverse causation, residual confounding, and selection biases are inherent limitations of observational data. 5, 6 Randomised controlled exercise trials are a better test of causation, but these studies cannot realistically follow initially healthy participants for long periods of time in order to track incident disease risk. Trials also tend to be highly structured and thus unreflective of usual physical activity patterns. In addition participant characteristics can be poorly distributed between control and experimental groups and blinding is not possible in exercise trials. 7 Common techniques of dealing with potential bias in observational epidemiology include statistical adjustment for measured confounding variables, removal of deaths occurring the first few years of follow up, and removal of participants with known disease at baseline.
Although rarely used in the physical activity field, negative control comparisons are increasingly recognised as a means of strengthening causal inference. 8 The purpose of a negative control is to reproduce a condition that cannot involve the hypothesized causal mechanism, but does involve the same sources of bias and confounding that may distort the primary association of interest. If physical activity is similarly associated with a negative control (implausible) outcome as with the primary (plausible) outcome, this suggests that the association with the primary outcome is generated through pervasive confounding (e.g. is non-causal).
In the present study we aimed to employ a negative control outcome to explore the extent to which the association between MVPA and CVD mortality is explained by confounding. We chose accidental (external causes) deaths as our negative control outcome since these have no plausible links with physical activity but do have similar confounding structures to CVD mortality ( Figure 1 ).
Materials and methods

Participants
The 
Physical activity assessment
The questionnaires used to assess physical activity along with their validity and reliability are detailed elsewhere. 10, 11 In brief, trained interviewers enquired about the frequency (number of days in the last four weeks) and duration (of an average episode) of participation in:
domestic physical activity; light-intensity (slow/average pace) and moderate-intensity (fairly brisk/fast pace) walking; and type-specific sports and exercises. For sports and exercises, 
Covariates
Age and sex were self-reported. Participants were asked if they had ever regularly smoked a cigarette, cigar, or pipe, and if so, whether they presently smoked. Health status was assessed by asking participants whether they had 'any longstanding illness, disability of infirmity.' Socioeconomic position was assessed using the Registrar General's classification: 
Results
The sample comprised 104,851 participants (aged 47 ± 17 yrs; 45.4% male). During 919,949 person years of follow up (mean [SD] 9.4±4.5 yr; range 0 -17 years) there were 10,309 deaths, of which 3,109 were attributed to CVD, 157 to accidents.
Accidental death was related to age, male sex, smoking, longstanding illness and psychological distress, with some evidence of social patterning (Table 1) . These patterns were similar to those seen with CVD mortality, suggesting that our negative control outcome was appropriate.
Relative to inactivity, we observed the expected associations of insufficient activity and sufficient activity with lower risk of CVD mortality ( In sensitivity analyses we removed deaths occurring in the first 2 years of follow up (n= 447 CVD; n=33 accidental deaths excluded) although results were not changed; physical activity (per SD unit increase in MET-hr-wk) was associated with CVD (HR=0.77; 0.71, 0.83) and to a lesser extent with accidental death (HR=0.86; 0.68, 1.10).
In further sensitivity analyses we considered other potential negative outcome controls, in particular certain cancers. Although there are very few cancers that consistently demonstrate null associations with physical activity 13 the relationship with prostate cancer seem less plausible; thus we conducted an additional analysis in men (n=47,586) using prostate cancer death (n=144 events) as the negative control. Prostate cancer had a less comparable confounding structure, although was strongly associated with age, longstanding illnesses, and smoking history (Table S1 ). The point estimate for sufficient activity and risk of prostate cancer death (HR=0.85; 95% CI, 0.49 -1.48) was in the same direction but of lesser magnitude compared with CVD (Table S2) .
Discussion
This study made use of negative control outcomes to examine the extent to which the association between MVPA and CVD mortality is likely generated by bias and confounding.
Based on existing evidence physically active participants tend to be male, younger, have better general health, less likely to smoke, and come from more socially advantaged backgrounds. 14 These confounding factors are therefore commonly included as covariates in models that explore associations between physical activity and longevity. The negative control employed here appeared to be a suitable instrument since it demonstrated a similar confounding structure to our outcome of interest (CVD mortality). The point estimate for sufficient physical activity and both negative control outcomes was in the same direction but of lesser magnitude than that of CVD; thus a possible interpretation of our results is that confounding explains part of the association between physical activity and CVD. Previous data suggested around 59% of the inverse association between physical activity and CVD could be explained by plausible biological mechanisms, particularly inflammatory/hemostatic factors and blood pressure. 15 An association was found between insufficient activity and the negative control with a point estimate similar to that observed for CVD mortality. This would suggest that the potential health effects of lower levels of MVPA (not meeting guideline) are more strongly accounted for by pervasive confounding.
The number of events in the negative control outcome were limited (110, 25, and 22 accidental deaths in the inactive, insufficiently and sufficiently active groups, respectively) rendering these estimates imprecise. The models were adjusted for a specific set of covariates commonly cited in the literature but we cannot exclude the possibility of residual confounding. Our negative control outcome, accidental death, was largely chosen because we believed that accidents would be randomly distributed between physically active and inactive participants (for example, an accident when the participant was the occupant of a motor vehicle). We cannot exclude the possibility that some accidents could be more likely in frail/inactive participants, equally other events, such as those related to cycling, could be more common in active people. However there were only two deaths related to cycling accidents and inclusion of these events did not alter the results.
Negative control studies have potential to improve causal inference within the physical activity field by illustrating pervasive confounding, but they are prone to the same degree of measurement error of confounders being examined as primary outcome associations. 16 Results from such studies should therefore be used in combination with existing 1-4 and emerging evidence 17 to improve causal estimation /inference of physical activity for longevity. Unmeasured confounding variables are designated as U. 
